**Heavy Duty Solar Power Kit, 6612**

Use a Heavy Duty Solar Power Kit to power your cabled Vantage Pro2 console, cabled Envoy 8X, or cabled Weather Envoy. Can be used with a wireless Vantage Pro2 or a Vantage Vue console when extra power is desired. When used with a console, there is not enough room for the console and the large battery in the shelter: house the console in a Universal Shelter, 6618.
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Installation Options:

**Solar Power Kit, 6614**

Use a Solar Power Kit to power and shelter your wireless Vantage Pro2 or Vantage Vue console, or wireless Weather Envoy.

- 5-watt solar panel
- Weather-resistant shelter
- 6-volt, 1.4-amp-hr. battery
- To solar panel
- 10’ console/Envoy power cable

**For extra solar charging in low light installations, use the Solar Power Kit with an Extra Solar Panel Kit (# 6616):**

- Vantage Vue Console mounted in Solar Power Kit (bottom) and Extra Solar Panel Kit (top)
- Wireless Weather Envoy in Solar Power Kit (bottom) and Extra Solar Panel Kit (top)
- Wireless Vantage Pro2 Console in Solar Power Kit (bottom) and Extra Solar Panel Kit (top)
Installation Options:

**Extra Solar Panel Kit, 6616**

Use an Extra Solar Panel to maximize solar charging for installations where sunlight is limited by using two solar panels to charge the battery.
Installation Options:

Universal Shelter, 6618

Use a Universal Shelter to shelter your Vantage Vue console, wireless or cabled Vantage Pro2 console, or Envoy for field installations. When powering a Vantage Pro2 console with a Heavy Duty Solar Power Kit, there is not enough room in the Solar Power Kit for the large battery and the console; mount the console in a Universal Shelter.